ITEMS INCLUDED IN POSTINGS (RC06)

Recording Date
Posted Vertical Clearance (On)
Posted Vertical Clearance (Under)
Posted Load
Date Posted
RC06: Postings

Item: Recording Date

PROCEDURE: Record the Month, Day and Year that the posted load data is recorded on this transaction. If this transaction is being used solely for recording posted clearance data this item is not necessary. The month and day should be zero filled when inputting this item. The year input is the last two digits of the current year.

CODING: Accepts all numeric characters or all blanks.

ITEM: Posted Vertical Clearance (On) NYSDoT

PROCEDURE: Record the Vertical Clearance which is posted on the bridge in feet and inches, zero filled; e.g., “13/01.” If the bridge is not posted for Vertical Clearance, or does not carry a highway, record “0/0.” If the bridge was posted for Vertical Clearance and the restriction has been intentionally removed, record “0/0.”

CODING: Accepts 0/0 - 99/99

ITEM: Posted Vertical Clearance (Under) NYSDoT

PROCEDURE: Record the Vertical Clearance posted for the roadway passing under the bridge in feet and inches, zero filled; e.g., “12/06.” If the under roadway is not posted for Vertical Clearance, leave this Item blank. If the under roadway was posted for Vertical Clearance and the restriction has been intentionally removed, record as “0/0.”

If there is no under roadway, record as “0/0.”

CODING: Accepts 0/0 - 99/99

ITEM: Posted Load FHWA 41

PROCEDURE: Record the Load for which the bridge is Posted, or record that the bridge is Closed or Restricted to its primary use. If the bridge is not Posted for Load or a Load Restriction, or does not carry highway traffic, leave this Item blank.

CODING: Blank - the bridge is not posted or does not carry highway traffic.
RC06: Postings

The load the bridge is posted for in Tons.
“88” - Bridge is restricted from vehicles with “R” permits.
“90” - Bridge is posted for number of vehicles on bridge, load capacity reduction (non-tonnage “R”).
“95” - The bridge is open for unrestricted traffic, but would be posted for load except for temporary shoring, etc.
“97” - The bridge is an open temporary structure in place to carry legal loads while original structure is closed and awaiting replacement or rehabilitation.
“98” - Bridge Closed for Construction. Traffic being accommodated on site by: parallel bridge, temporary bridge, etc.
“99” - Bridge Closed to primary usage or closed to its primary usage, but still open for secondary usage.

ITEM: DATE POSTED
NYSDoT

PROCEDURE:
Record the month and year when the Posted Load was last changed. If the bridge is not Posted for Load, or does not carry highway traffic, leave this Item blank.

CODING:
Accepts all MM/YY dates and blanks.